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SUMMARY 

The pressure drop across finned cylinders enclosed 
in a jacket for a range of air speeds from approximately 
13 to 230 miles per hour has been investigated. Tests 
were made to determine the effect on the pressure drop of 
changes in fin space, fin width, fin shape, jacket en- 
trance and exit areas, skirt-a$@?oatih radius, and the us6 
of fillets and a separator plate at the i-ear of the cyl-- 

. .._. ___ __ 

inder. 

The pressure drop across the cylinder increased ae 
the fin space decreased, the inbrease be5fig-Brp FaTid at 
fin spaces smaller than approximately 0.20 inch. Fin 
wtdth had little effect on the pressure drop for the range 

-. 

of widths tested. The pressure drop across the cylinder- - 

was nearly halved by fncransing the skirt-a>proaoh radius 
from 3/4 inch to l-1/4 inches, but fillets and a seFarat-6-r -.- __- 

plate at the rear of the cy.lfnder had little effect on 
pressure drop. The pressure drop; across a cylinder with‘- 
tapered fine was greater than that for a cylinder having 
rectangular fine with the same effective- Pin spacing. 

IYTRODUCTION - _ -- _ -.-.-. ._ _ '_ .I 

A considerable amount of work has been done in the 
past few years to determine the effect of various engine 
cowlings and cylinder baffles on pressure arop, cylinder 
temperatures, and temperature distribution over air-cooled 
cylinders. The W.A.C.A. tests have Keen conducted ox-sin- 
gle-cylinder and multicylinder engines (references 1 and - 
2) and on electrically heated'cylinderB (refer-ences 3 fi- .. 
6) . The results, in general, showed that cooling was de- ; 
pendsnt on the Freesure drop across the cylinder except 
for the front of the cylinders of a ra-dial air--coolecL en; .- 
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gine enclosed in an N.A.C.A. cowling, for which condition 
the cooling was dependent to a great extent on air turbu- 
lence. 

The tests of the electrically heated finned cylinders 
were made to determi.ne the cooling obtained with fins of 
various spaces and widths. Although some measurements had 
been obtained of the pressure drop across the cylinders in 
the heat-transfer tests, additional tests were necessary 
to inveetigate the entire range of fin space and fin wfdth. 
Furthermore, measurements of pressure drop would be of 
value in studyfng the use of blowers for cooling aircraft 
engine@ and in determining the fin design that could be 
used for cooling with the pressure head produced by the 
forward motion of the airplane. In the latter case, the 
available pressure drop is limited. The present tests 
were conducted to oxtend the range of the pressure-drop 
data obtained in the heat-transfer tests of electrically 
heate-d cylindere and to determine what losses occurred 
across the cylinder to cause such pressure drops. 

The pressure drop in straight pipes.and channels can 
be divided into several possible losses, all of which may 
or may not exist in a particular set-up. One loss present 
in all arrangements is the drop caused;by friction of the 
air over the sur?‘aces. Frandkl and Tietjens have shown 
(ref.erence ‘7) that at the entrance of a pipe. there is a. 
loss caused by changing the almost co-nst,ant velocf-ty dis- 
tribution which exists at tho ontrance to the distribution 
for either laminar or turbulent flow. In addition, they 
show a loss due to. contracticn if the pipe has a sharp- 
edge entrant 8. Tn bent pipes and in. some bent channels, 
secondary vortices .rause a pressure drop. Also where two ’ 
fluid streams having different directions of flow or dif-- 
ferent velocities meet, there is a loss due to the turbu- 
lence created. Finally, there is a loss due to expansion 
of the air as it leaves the pipe or channel. If the air 
expands into a large chamber, this loss is equal to tho 
velocity head In the Fipe. 

The fins of a.cylinder and the enclosing jacket fcrm 
a bent channel and, as t-he air splits into two streams, 
enters the fins, passes around the cylinder, and finally 
reunites at the rear of the cylinder, some or all of the 
foregoing lassos may occur. Lghner, in his tests of finned 
cylinders enclosed in a jacket-, --differentiated the pressure 
drop across the cylinder into the drop required to over- 
come fri-ction and t-he drop required for the vort-ex forma- 
t ion. (See reference 8.) c 
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As a part of a program on the study of these possible 
losses, the present investigation was undertaken to deter- 
mine the effect, o,n.pressure drop around a cylinder, of: 
jacket entrance and exit width, fin space, fin width, fin 
shape, skirt-approach radius, and a fillet at the rear 03 
a cylinder over a range'of intsrfin velocities from ap- 
Froximately 13 to 230 miles per hour. ' . 

The H.A.C.A. tests covered in the present report were 
conducted during 1936 and 1937. 

AFFARATUS 

Test Cylinders . 

Each o-f the finned cylinders used in these tests was 
made of two seta of disBs clamped together with a l/a-inch 
rod through their common central axis. (See fig. 1.) One 
set of large-diameter disks served as fins and the other 
set of 4,66-inch diameter disks was Flaced between the 
fins to serve as interfin spacers. The fin disks, with 
the exception of some of l/l&inch stock used in a few 
tests, were &de of l/32-inch flat steel stock. Sufficient 
disks were assembled to form a cylinder approximately 
2-118 inches long.. For convenience in referring to these 
ffinned cylinders, designations consisting of fin 6pac.e and 
fin width are. used in this report. A cylinder having a 
fin space of l/2 inch,and a fin width of 3/4 inch is des- 
ignated a "l/2-3/4 cylinder.!* The following cylinders 
Rere tested: 

Fin qace 
. . 

Fin Ridth 

l/2, 3/8, l/4, l/8, l/32 l-112 

l/2, l/4, l/8, l/16, l/32 3/4 

112, l/4, l/8, l/16, l/32 3/a 

Jackets 

The air was directed around the cylinders by Fooden 
jackets placed in contact with the fin ti%s.' The jackets 
were highly polished on the surface exposed to the--air - 
flow and were mounted around the cylinder s*ymmetrlcafly 

- - -4’ 
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sith respect to its central axis (fig. 1). The jacket en- 
trance shape (fig. 2) .was chosen to reduce entrance losses 
to- a minimum. The width of the entrance and exit passages 
was varied, depending on the ratio of the entrance or exit 
area to the free-flow area between the fins of each test 
specimen, The rear portion of two of the jackets was cut 
out, as shown by ths dotted lines in figure 2, to provide 
space for inserting blocks to change the skirt-approach 
radius. (See fig. 4.) 

Air System 

A diagrammatic sketch of the air system used in these 
tests is shown in figure 3. The orifice tank was used for 
measuring air flow through the jacket, which was induced 
by means of a Roots blower connected to a variable-speed 
electric motor. A large tank was installed between the 

' test unit and the blower to absorb preseurs pulsations 
created by the blower. The air-bleed valve on the blower 
intake line was used as an auxiliary means of regulating 
the air flow through the cylinder jacket. 

Instruments 

The air temperature at the entrance o.f the orifice 
tank was measured with an alcohol th-ermometer. The static 
pressure in the orifice tank was measured with an inclined 
water manometer and in the depression tank with an inclined 
water manometer for pressures up to 7 inches of water, a 
U-tube water manometer for pressures between 7 and 18 inches 
of water, and a U-tube mercury manometer for pressures 
above 18 inches of water. 

Freasures in the jacket entrance and exit were meas- 
ured with pitot and static tubes, respectively, made of 
O-040-inch seamless steel tubfng.. 

TESTS 

. 

Tests were conducted to determine the effect of fin 
spats and fin width on the pressure drop across the cylin- 
der .over a range of spaces from l/32 t.o l/2 inch and of 
fin widths from,3/8 inch to l-1/2 inches through a range 
of air speeds from approximately 13 to 230 milea per hour, 
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correspondipg to values of weight velocity of the air from 
1.4 to ,25.pounds per sec0nd‘pe.r squara foot., respectively. 
The air velocity was chang.ed b.y pary.ing. the:.epeed oz.-the. 
blower, sm'all aXju.stmepts beipg.pbtained with the a2r- 
bleed valve. In these tests, the ratio of the entrance 
and. exit areas of the jacket to the free-flo,w.area between 
the fins was maintained at 1.6.‘ .This ratio was chosen aa 
the result of tests-of electrically'heated cylinders (ref- 
erence 4): - . 

The l/4-3/4,cy,linder was used for tests to determine 
'the effect of' changes in jacket .entrance and exit ratios. 
on the pressure drop across the cylinde'r and the energy 
loss out of the exit passage for a ,raTige of air speeds be- 
tween 13 and 93 miles per hour. (Y2 P,$ ranged from 1.4 

to 10 pounds per second per square foot). In the first 
series qf tests the entrance ratio was held constant at 
1.0 and.the exft ratio varied (0.6, 1.0, 1.6, and 2.0). I 
With 'the exit ratio of 2.0; the te.sts were repeated: far. 
entrance ratios of 1.0, 1.6, 2.0, 3.,0, and 4.24. 

. 
A few tests were conducted-o'f- the 3/8 - l-1/2..cylin- 

der enclosed in a jacket resembling a conventional baffle, 
contacting only the rear half of the cylinder, with an 
exit ratio of 1.6. 

.--- - -.- 

The range of the tests was extendcd to include the 
i -. 

effect of a change in skirt-approach radius. .Tests were 
made with radii of the skirt approach from 0 (sharp -edge) 
to l-1/2 inches in l/4-inch.increments on-bon=th$-l/32 - 
l-1/2 and 3/8 - l-1/2 cylinders. 

An analysis of the results'of these tests showed that 
further tests were necessary to study the 1osses.i.n the 
jacket exit. These tests were made of the 3/8 - l-1/2 
cylinder with a fillet placed at the rear of the.cylinder 
(see fig. 12) and on the l/4-3/4 cylinder with a separator 
plate at the rear of the cylinder (see fig. 13) when using 
jacketc having skkrt-approach.radif of l/4 inch and l-1/2 
inches, respectively. 

Teats were made of the:1/32 - l-1/2' and ':3/B - l-1/2 
cylinders to determine the effect of tapering the fins on 
the pressure drops across the cylinders. The fins were 
l/16-inch tilfck and were tapered by grinding to a sharg: 
edge from the base to the tip, givfng average spaces of 
0.062 inch and 0.406 inch for the two cylrtiders.. --- - -_ 

- .' . 
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The tests of t-he skirt-approach radius, fillet-sepa- 
rator, and tapered fins were made With jacket entrance 
and,exit ratios of 1.6 over a range of air speeds from 
approximately 13 to 230 miles,per hour. 

A few total-head surveys were' made -in the entrance 
,. and static-head surveys in the exit of the jacket. to com- 

pare with those in the orifice and depression tanks, re- 
t3Fectively. 

The temperature of the air entering the orifice tank 
and.the static pressures in the orifice and depression 
tanks were recorded for all tests. 

Al ' 

A2, 

A 3' 

A4 ' 

D, 

629 

L, 

1, 

Pl' 

p2 ' 

p3 ' 

p4 ' 

PD, 

SYMBOLS 

area of inlet of jacket around test cylinder, sq.%n. 

total area of space-s between fins of test cylinder, 
sq. in. 

area of outlet of jacket around test cylinder, sq. in? 

area of depression tank, sq. in. 

cylinder diameter at fin root, ft. 

acceleration of gravity, ft. per sec. per sec. 

l 

cylinder length, in. 

equivalent length for straight tube, ft., (2 = CPRa). 

absolute static pressure of air at inlet of-jacket,. 
in. Hg. 

absolute static pressure of air betKeen the fine, 
in. Hg. - 

absolute static pressure of air at outlet of jacket, _ 
in. Hg. 

absolute static pressure of a-ir in depression tink, 
in. Hg. 

absolute total pressure of air in orifice tank; -. 
in. Hg. 
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Pl ’ power required to force air across cylinder per inch 
of cylinder length, hp. 

R,, 'average radius 'from center' of cylinder-to finned 

surface, -ft., R, ,= $, .-+ 

Rbl radius from center of cylinder to fin root, ft., 
(Rb = $) - 

8, 

T 1 ' 

t, 

Vl * 

v2 ' 

v, , 

V 4' 

*t' 

WI 

P, g 9 

G2 g* 

P3 g 8 

P, g* 

space between adjac.eat Sin surfaces, fn. 

temperature of air at inlet o'f jacket, OF. . 

thickness of fin's, in. 

average velocity of air at inlet of jacket, ft. per 
sec. 

average velocity of air across the fins, ft. per sec. 

average velocity of afr at outlet of jacket, ft. per 
sec. .- 

average velocity of air in depression tank, ft. per . sec. . 

weight of air flowing across cylinder, lb. per set* 

fin width, in. 

specific weight of air at inlet of jacket, lb. per 
cu. ft. 

specific weight of air across fins, lb. per cue ft. -_ _ .- 
specific weight of air at outlet of jacket, lb. per 
cum ft. 

specific weight of air in depressfon tank, lb. per 
cu. ft. 

P av g, average specific weight of air, lb. Fer cu. ft., 

(, 
P,g + P3” -.--- 

2 > 
. 
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rp, 

a, 

a’, 

AP,, 

AP,, 
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specific.ge.ight of air, lb. per cu. ft., 
(0.0734 lb. per cu. ft. at 80' F. and 29.92 in. Hg). 

equivalent angle of curvature, radians. 

see figure 4, radians. 

see figure 4, radians. 

pressure drop across cylinder, in. water (from sec- 
tion AA to BB, fig. 4). 

pressure drop due to expansion of air from exit of 
skirt, in. water (section BB to tank). 

CALCULATIONS 

The results were obtained by the following formulas. 
Weight of air flowfng across the test cylinder, Wts 

The method of calculating Wt from the pressure drop 
across the sharp-edge orifice is given in reference 9. 
Specific weight of the air, pg: 

1.325 p ----- 
pg = 460 -+- T1 I 

The pressure and temperature of the air at the section 
considered‘are used. Velocity of-the- air, V: 

Wt 144 
\v) = -- --i-- Pg 

1 
-_ --- 

(1) 

The specific weight of the air and the area at the section 
considered are used.,. Pressure drop across the cylinder, 
AP,: 

AP, = (P, - p,) 13.52 b Ap2 

. 

The static head .in the orifice tank was used instead of 
the total head at section AA (fig. 4) and the stat.ic head. 
in the depression tank instead of the st-atic head at sec- 
tion BB (fig. 4) as would be theoretically correct. The 
velocity heads in the orifice and depression tanke were 
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negligible. The static heads were used because they were 
easier to obtain than were head surveys in the entrance 
and exit. The use of these values leads to very little 
error, however, as can be seen from table I. Preseure 
drop out of exft, Ap,: 

AP, = f P, %a 0.1925 (4) 

Power required across the cylinder per inch of cylinder 
length, P,: 

F1 = (5) 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Effect of Pin Space and Fin Width 

Figure 5 presents faired curves of pressure drop 
across the jacketed cylinder against wefght'velocity of 
the air for the range of.fin spaces and fin widths tested, 
in jackets having entrance and exit ratios of 1.6. 
Throughout this report all pressure drops have been cor- 
rected to a specific weight (p,g) of 0.0734 pound per 
'cubic foot. The curves hold for fin widths from 3/8 
inch to l-1/2 inches as no definite effect of fin width 
could be noted. 'The pressure drop varied approximately 
as the 1.93 power of the weight velocity of the air at 
hfgh values of weight velocity and from the 1.48 to the 
1.73 power, depending on the fin space, at low values. 
The break in the curves pass-idly indicates a change in 
flow conditions from viscous to turbulent or from the 
transition region to turbulent flow. 



- 

Run 

- 
26 

27 

38 

29 

30 

31 

32 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

B 
- 

34 

35 

- 

. 

va Pav g 
Lb./sec./aq.ft.’ 

1.40 

1.80 

is.14 

2.86 

4.29 

8.10 

lQ.02 

1.38 

1.78 

2.15 

2.83 

4.26 

10.03 

1.39 

4.29 

TABLE I. COMPAmSOH OF PmsuRE EFms 

(l/4-3/4 cylinder; entrance ratio, 1.0; exit ratio, 0.6) 

‘tatic head In 
orifice tank 

(in. &O) 

0.37 

.& 

.88 

1.57 

3.54 

3.14 

4.91 

.37 

.& 

.B9 

1.57 

3.55 

4.91 

.37 

3.54 

otal head in 
jacket entmm 

(in. Q.0) 

0.40 

.f5 

.EE 

1.57 

3.55 

3.28 

5.05 

.3a 

.a 

.a9 

1.56 

3.54 

4.94 

.34 

3.58 

tatic heaa in 
jacket exit 

(in. Eao) 

0.80 

1.25 

1.73 

2.99 

6.75 

14.57 

22.76 

.70 

1.25 

1.77 

3.03 

6.64 

22.28 

.78 

7.04 

-I- 
tatic h-a in 
depreasion tank Remarks 

(in. Ha01 

0.76 

1.20 

1.69 

3.06 

6.80 

14.41 

One total-head 
tube in en- 
trance and one 
static-head 
tu0e in exit, 
both located in 
center of area. 

22.59 

.78 

1.25 

1.78 

3.05 

6.82 

23.27 

Entrance total 
heads obtained 
with bank of 
five tubes. 
Static head in 
exit obtained 
with one static 
tube. Survey8 
made in planes 
parallel to 
cylinder axis. 

.7a 

6.99 

One total-head tube 
in center of en- 
,trance area. Ten 
static-head tubes 
in horizontal and 
vertical center 
lines of exit area. 
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. 
.As a check on the'effect of fin width, figure 6 was 

plotted showing the effect'of weight velocity of the air 
on the parer required per, inch of cylinder length per inch 
of fin width across the cylinder. The power fs corrected 
to-a standard specific weight. The experimental points 
are plotted on the curves for a given fin space; the power 
varies directly as the fin wofdth. It can be shown by 
equation (5) that, if the power varies directly as the fin 
width for a given fin space, weight .yelocity, and specific 
weight of the air, 

- .- -- 
the pressure drop is unaffected-by the 

fin width. Theoretically, fin aidfh,should'have little. 
effect on pressure drop. E'or a given jacket entrance ra- - 
tio, jacket exit ratio, and weight velocity between the 

fins, the only loss mentioned in the introduction that 
would be affected by fin dimensions would be the drop 
caused by friction. The friction drop is affected by the 
fin dimensions as they affect the equivalent diameter 
4ws/2 (w f s). E'or small spaces the equivalent diameter 
is almost entirely unaffected by fin width and for large 
spaces the friction drop would be only a small part of 
the total drop; .J . - - 

Figure 7 is's cross p1o.t of figure 5 and a simflar 
figure taken from unpublished tests of heated cylinders to 
show the effect of fin space on Fres.sure drqp across the 
cylinders. The jacket entrance and exit ratios varied 
for the heated cylinders but this variation should have 
little effect on the p.resspre drops. ' (See figs. 8 and 9.) 
Although the pressure drops of the heated cylinders were- 
sltghtly'greater than those for the cold-.cylinders under 
the same conditions, the curves in figure 7 are repre- 
sentatlves of both hot and cold cylinders for all prac- 
tical purposes. Figure 7 shows a rapid incr.eas-e in-pres- 
sure drop 'at small fin spaces. 

Effect of Jacket-Exit Area 

Figure.8'shows the effect of varyillg the exit ratio . 
of the jacket frbm 0.6 to 2.0 on the.pressure drop (APL) 
across the l/4-3/4 cgl'inder.for an' entrance ratio of 1.0. 
Bhen the exit ratio was,changed the width of the rectan- 
gular passage was varied but the skirt-approach radius 
was maintained at l-1/2 inches. The change in exit area 
had no definite effect. on the pressure drop (AP,) across 
the cylinder, as shown in the figure,' but ,it did affect 
the energy loss from the skirt exit.' It can be shown from 
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across the fins and a constant specific weight of the air, 
the pressure.,drop from the skirt-nit (AP,) . varies in- 
versely as the 'square of the exit area, Small errors in 
manometer readings may be responsible for the scattering 
of points at the'lower‘weight velocities in the figure. 
The pressure drops shown in figure 8 were.divid.ed by the 
length of the flow path of the air a.round the cylinder 
equal to (a + al) R, (see fig. 4.) to determine whether 
the length of the flow path reduced the dispersion of the 
points. Since the length of the flow pa.th.showed no ef- 
fect;,. a.mean line was drawn through .the'da.ta. 

. . . Effect of,Jacket-Entrance Area 

.A decrease in pressure drop API across the l/4-3/4 

cylinder was not-iced when the jacket entrance ratio was 
increased (fig. 9(a)). Increasing the entrance ratio de- 
creased the angle,of contact and possibly the flow path. 
Therefore, the pressure-drop data were divided by‘the 
length of the flow path, 2 = (77/z + a> Rav to determine 
wh'ether any relationship existed between a change in an- 
gle of contact of the jacket with the cylinder and th.e 
pressure drop. The results are plotted in figure 9(b). .' 
An angle.of v/2.+ a radians was usehinstead of a +' al 

.because, in the tests where the e-xit ratio was changed, 
CL', had little effect'on the -pressure drop Apl. With the 

results plotted in this manner., the points fell very near- 
ly on the same--curve, except at low weight velocities, 
showing that the increase in pressure drop with decrease 
in entrance ratio is approximately proportional.to.ths in- 
crease in length of the flow path around the cylinder. 

A test was made of a 3/8 - l-1/2 cylinder encIosed 
in a 

d 
acket for which a = 48O and in a baffle for which 

a=o, as shown in figure 10. These tests were made',to 
determine whether the relationship between the length of 
the flow path and the pressure drop as determined held for 
the conventional baffle, Figure 10(a) shows the pressure 
drop across the cylinder with ih,e baffle and jacket and 
figure 10(b) shows the same-pressu;rs drops divided by the 
length of the 'flow path. 
138' 

For the jacket,. l‘.was based on 
and for t-he,baffle, o-h 90". The pressure.;drop per 

unit length of flow path was"greater with the baffle than 
wit-h the jacket. . . . 

A, .' *. . 
. . . 
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Calculations were"made of the dro-o due to friction 
and vortex loss for the '48O ‘difference-between the jacket 
and.the baffle, but the calculated pressure differences 
were less than the differenca between the jacket and the, 
baffle.. Some loss.that 'cannot be Isolated at present is 

probably present at the front of the jacketed cylinder. 
rurther tests wil& be made to isolate.these losses. ,- .- : - .- - -- 

Effect of Radii-of Skirt Approach, Fillet, and Separator 

When two fluid streams having different directions of 
flow or velocities meet, there is a loss due to the turbu- 
lence created. The air in passing around the cylinder 
splits into two streams and in reupiting at the rear such 
a loss may.occur. With this fact 'in mind<- sev-era1 tests 
were made to study the losses at the rear of the cylinder. 

Bigure 11 shows the effect on the pressure drop of 
changing the radii of the skirt agproach from 0 (sharp 
edge) to l-1/2 inches across 
l-1/2 cylinders. 

the l/32 - l-1/2 and 3/8 - 
For both fin spaces, the pressure drop 

decreases for each increase in radii up to the l-1/4 inch 
radius. Radii larger than l-J/4 inches did not decrease 
the pressure drop, With the 3/8-inch fin space, the pres- 
sure drop with a -sharp corner was more than twice that 
with the l-1/4 inch radius. With the l/32-inch fin space, 
the percentage difference'in Fressure drops was almost as 
great as for the 3/8'-inch-space, showing that, with a-small 
radius, about 50 percent of the drop across the cylinder 
occurs in the skirt. This result would explain some of 
the large losses occurring at the rear of some baffles de- 
,signed and used by various investigators. Schey andR%llin 
(reference 4) made tests of baffles in which 314iinch, 
l-1/8 inch, and 4-l/4 inch radii were used; the l-1/8 inch 
radius was found to be best from heat-transfer considera- 
-tions. 'These results indicate that this value would also 
be,satisfactory on the basis of pressure drop. 

The.tests with variable radii did not satisfactorily 
determine the exact cause of loss in.the skirt. .Two pos- 
sibilities were considered. The large radii may have- 
turned the two fluid streams so that they met tangent to 
each other. Even with the small radii, the two fluid, 
streams may have.met tangentially but a loss may hav.e oc+ 
curred owing to the break-away of the air from the walJs 
of the jacket a.t the rear, -- which.the large radii ellmin&X- 

- ..-.- 
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ed. Tests were therefore made with a filLet placed at the 
rear of- the 318 - l-1/2 jacketed cylinder using a l/4- 
inch skirt-approach radius, as shown in figure 12. The 
wooden fillet was slotted to fit.tightly against the cyl- 
inder wall and to guide the air into the exit so as to 
eliminate the impinging of the two streams. The curves 
show that the fiLlet had little effect on the pressure 
drop across the cylinder. Similar tests were made with a 
fillet in the exit of a jacket having a l-1/2 inch skirt- 
approach radius with the same result. With small radii 
of skirt approach, the:loss in the skirt exit is probably 
due to break-away of the air from the wall of the jacket. 

Figure 13 shows the effect on the pressure drop of 
using a separator at the rear of the l/4-3/8 cylinder. A 
sketch. of the separator is included in the figure. The 
thickness of the separator was considered in calculatFng 
the pressure drop across the cylinder. No decrease in 
pressure drop was noted when the separator was used. 

Zffect ofTapered Ffns 

The air in entering the fins may undergo a contrac- 
tion with a resulting*drop in pressure. Likewise, as the 
air leaves the fins at the rear, an expansion of the air 
may ensue owing to the sudden increase in area (due to the 
fin thickness), causing a loss. A few test-s were made 
with fins tanered fram the base to the t%p to try to elimi- 
nate such losses if they existed by allowing a gradual in- 
crease in expansion of the air. Figure 14 shows the re- 
sults of tapering the fins of the 
l-1/2 cylinders. 

l/32 - l-1/2 and 3/8 - 
The area of the trapezofd formed by the 

fins, base, and jacket was used in calculating the weight 
velocity of the air for the tapered fins. The curves for 
the rectangular fins shown in figure 14, for the l/32 - 
l-1/2 and 3/8 - l-1/2 cylinders, were taken from the 
curves in figure 11 for the l-1/2 inch skirt-approach ra- 
dius. When these curves are compared, it is seen that the 
pressure drop is reduced for the tapered fins. The aver- 
age spaces for the tapered fins, however, are 0.062 and 
0,.406 inch and, in the determination of their effect on 
pressure drop, they should be compared with cylinders ha?+ 
ing rectangular fins and the same spacing because the sur- 
face heat-transfer coefficient depends principal.Ly on the 
average f.in space (reference 3). Pressure-drop data taken 
from figure 7 for rectangular fins having fin spacing equal 
tv the effective fin spacing for the tapered fins were 
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plotted in figure 14. On the basis of equal effective fin 
spacing, the lower pressure drop is obtained with the rec- 
tangular fins. Although the foregoing losses may be re- 
duced or eliminated, it is possible that additional turbu- 
lence may be created by the trapezoidal shape of the flow 
passage, which might cause a pressure drop that exceeds 
the reduction in pressure drop due to tapering the fins. 

General Considerations ' 

P'rom the results of the present tests it is difficult 
to isolate the losses occurring from the front to the rear 
of the cylinder. With small radii of skirt approach, ap- 
proximately 50 percent of the pressure drop across the 
cylinder can be accounted for in the skirt.. This large 
loss may be caused by the break-away of the air from the 
wall of the jacket as it passes into the skfrt. The exit 
area had little effect on the pressure drop APT when 
using large skirt-approach radii, and the entrance area 
affected the pressure drop only in proportion-to the. 
change in length of flow-path (except for the baffled cyl- 
inder). This fact seems to‘indicate.,thaf, whatever losses 

'are occurring, a large part of them occur around the cyl- 
inder proper. 

A study of total heads between the fins of baffled 
cylinders showed no sharp increase in pressure drop at the 
baffle entrance, so the velocity proffle and the jet con- 
traction losses occurring at the entrance of sharp-edge 
pipes may not be present as the air enters the fins. Cal- 
culations of the pressure -drop due to 'friction a7id the --- 
vortex formation from the 90' to 135O position on these 
baffled cylinders showed that the experimental pressure 
drop was a little greater than the calculated drop. Formu- 
las for.friction drop and vortex formation for pipes were 
used in these calculations. The length of the flow path 
used was equal to cpR, wkere -q way .+ .radians and 
the equivalent diameter was used in place of the'.pipe diam- 
eter. The friction-drop formula was for a straight pipe 
but the flow was turbulent and it has been shown that, in 
such a case, the pressure drop is approximately the same 
in bent as in straight pipes. The existence of szcch8&i;y - 
vortices between fins ,would have to be established from 
smoke-flow investigations. 

Although from 90' to 135o the calculated pressure 
drop was a little lower than the observed total-hcad tube 
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dro ' the dif'forence was not apprBci.ab‘le. 
'1 however. 

From 136' t-o 
150 the difference is greater,'showing a sharp 
rise in the ,tital heads. An expansion loss between the 
fins is thought to occur in this' region. A study of some 
smoke-flow pictures seemed to indicate the presence of 
such tin expansion. From the 150° position to the exit 
there is a small pressure drop, which can be accounted for 
almost entirely by friction and vortex formation. It is 
possible that the air expands between the fins at the rear 
to an area greater than any exit area tested during the 
present investigation, resulting in no expansion loss as 

'the air leaves the fins and enters the exit passage. Bn 
'such a case, the exit area would show no effect on pres- . 

‘sure drop. 

The foregoing discussion has been based on the pres- 
sure drop across the cylinder and does not include the 
loss at the exit of the skirt. A properly designed skirt 
will appreciably reduce this loss. Further tests with 
pitot-static tubes are required.tc study the losses around 
the cylinder, especially in the region from 135' to the 
exit. These tubes should be placed close together in this 
region. The few total-head curves available seemed to 
bear out the results of this investigation in that the 
pressure-drop losses were mainly confined to the cylinder 
proper when jackets having large skirt-approach radii were 
used. 

Over the range of the tests: 

1. The p?essure drop across the cylinder increased 
as the fin space decreased, the increase being very rapid 
at fin spaces below approximately 0.20 inch. 

2. Changes in fin width had little effect on the 
pressure drop across the cylinder. 

3. A change in the ratio of the jacket-exit area to 
the free-flow area between the fins had little effect on 
the pressure drop across the cylinder. 

4. The effect of a change in the ratio of the jacket- 
entrance area to the free-flow area between the fins on 
the pressure drop across the cylinder was approximately 
directly proportional to-the length of the flow path around 
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the cylinder. The pressure drop divfded by the flow-path 
length for the baffle with an opening of 180' in front 
was a little greater than for the jackets. 

5. Increasing the radii of skirt approach of the 
jacket reduced the pressure drop across the cylinder ap- 
preciably up to a l-1/4 inch radius. Radii greater-than 

.1&l/4 inch did not re'duce the p'ressure drop. 

6: Fillets or a 'separator plate placed at the rear - 
of the cylinder had.little effect on the pressure drop 
across the cylinder. 

- . 

. 

7. The pressure drop across a cylinder with tapered 
fins was greater than that across a. cylinder with rectan- 
gular fins having the same effective space. 

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committae for.Aeronautics, 

Langley Field, Va., October 11, 1937. 

.I .-. L 
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Figure a.- Sketch of cylinder jacket. 
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